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Ryan, Ki, Nat, Abby 

ABBY

not fully settled on a name a present - calling it mytime for the time being



What Is The App?
• A personalised interactive timetable that benefits the users of students 

and lecturers of UK university’s. 

• Easy navigation and accessible services all in one place with a 
simplistic layout. 

• Primarily focuses on room location and organisation for both parties. 

• In-depth detail to module guide and content. 

NAT

Main features;

- shows week number and date - no confusion over what wee we are on

- pings you for room changes or and other changes for your sessions e.g. timings

- quick view of your weeks sessions

- option to view day /month /year 



Existing Apps

KI

existing calendar apps for layout/functionality/wayfinding ideas

-tiny calendar

-apple calendar

-google calendar


existing student apps

-blackboard




Why It Works?
• To avoid confusion of using multiple services across different sites. 

• Bringing clarification to timetable, room details, location and module 

information. 

• Additional features that could be added include;  
- Upload/downloadable content  
- Link to blackboard  
- Access to societies  
- Social aspects e.g. live chat and contacts.

- NAT

- currently confusing as to what week we are on

- room changes or location changes rely on email/blackboard

- never have to download or screen shot your timetable again


Additional features for future development

(above)

also potential payment section to pay for trips through the app (trips will also appear on your monthly/yearly view)



Sketches

RYAN

after looking at current apps that are nice to use - they go straight into the app rather than through multiple pages.

wanted an initial log in screen that allowed you to remain logged in even after closing the app - and then straight into the main features/page of the app. 



Logo’s

ABBY

i started with the basic idea of what a calendar app looks like (inspired by the iPhones image). the first couple i played around with colours and simplistic shapes 

i also simplified our plan for what our app would look like down for a logo and insperimented with colours.

i feel that the ones that stand out the most are the animals however the elephant is reminiscent of evernote.



Time-Plan

RYAN

-research and way finding 

-idea generation and concept development

-basic User Interface design and presentation prep

-implement changes derived from feedback and begin mock ups

-prototype development

-test on students - make necessary changes

-prep for functionalities presentation

-make changes according to feedback and further product development

-final prep for product testing

-bug fixing

-final prep for 5mm product pitch



Recap 
• Simple, simple simple!!!

• Personalised  

• Interactive 

• Beneficial for Students and Lecturers

KI


